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P-PIGFRA 1504/2023 

15th April 2023 

 

THE INTERIM GOVERNMENT’S (IG) ACCOUNTABILITY AND ACTION POLICY 

 

IG’s AA Policy 
“90-10-0% Funding Policy” 

 

Definition 

The AA policy is one of the main binding policies to ensure accountability in the 

management of financial resources, with the objective of stabilizing the financial 

management of the liberation struggle and fast-tracking the liberation of homeland. 

 

Genesis 

This policy is adopted based on the need to increase financial availability required to 

reinvigorate and maintain firepower in Ground Zero (GZ), as well as to preemptively 

close all loopholes for embezzlement, misappropriation or siphoning of funds meant 

for the prosecution of the liberation struggle by diaspora leadership or officials of any 

Ambazonian independentist institutions or entities. 

 

Rationale 

Meticulous ACCOUNTABILITY will increase financial availability for Ground Zero and 

Ground One (GZ-G1) needs and consequently increase the probability of effective 

delivery in GZ-G1, especially for project-based engagements sponsored through a 

sustainable fund generation model, hence increase, and maintain ground ACTION. 
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Premise 

To embark continuously on increasing the availability of financial resources for all 

Ambazonia Restoration Fighters (ARF) with track records of fighting the enemy and 

for all victims of the Ambazonian liberation war through: 

a) Cutting unwarranted expenses and stopping any incentive for services rendered 

by diaspora leadership, officials, or stakeholders. No salaries/stipend for IG officials. 

We should all be sacrificing. Our ARF are sacrificing their lives for us pro bono, hence 

financial sacrifices meant for the liberation struggle can’t be engaged to secure a 

stipend for any Ambazonians in the diaspora. 

b) No intermediary diaspora transfer of funds meant for GZ-G1 actions. 

c) Adopting a project-based Fundraiser, Coordination, Delivery and Reporting model. 

d) Institute and build a sustainable fund generation model that guarantees a constant 

budget in the management of the liberation struggle.  

 

Objectives 

-Leadership for, by and of the people, hence a leadership answerable and 

accountable to the people and to our ARF for the hard-earned money. 

-Prioritize our resources to defending the lives, dignity, and integrity of all 

Ambazonian citizens. 

-Close all loopholes of embezzlement or misappropriation of funds, as well as avoid 

potential bounty hunters’ intentions or attempts to generate income for themselves 

from funds destined to prosecute and manage the liberation struggle in GZ and G1. 

-Give the sponsors of the liberation struggle a trustworthy tool of assurance on 

accountability in the management of their hard-earned money.  

-Build trust in the commitment and subscription of our citizens to the “Civic 

Responsibility Package” at the federal level, precisely in the subscriptions for 

Compulsory Independence Due (CID), Ambazonia Restoration Fee (AR-Fee) and 

Ambazonia Communication Tariff (ACT). 

 

Principles 

1) Destination 

All of funds raised in the diaspora will go DIRECTLY to the executors in GZ-G1 (ARF 

and Humanitarian agents respectively) for implementation of approved projects. 

2) Percentage 

The percentage allocation of all funds raised will be: 90% for GZ defense, 10% for 

G1 humanitarian and 0% stipend to any diaspora leadership, IG official or 

stakeholder services.  

3) Reporting 

An additional level of oversight aimed at building trust will be assigned to all donors, 

especially AR-FEE subscribers, where donors will be informed, and a common 
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consensus acquired in decision making on the management of the People’s funds. 

By this innovative component in the accountability efforts, compliant citizens to their 

commitments to the three civic responsibilities at the federal level (CID, AR-FEE, 

ACT) will be reconciled in the Recalibration Reporting (RR) forum where they will be 

privy to reporting, involved in decision making on the management of our funds as 

well as entitled to feedback on the delivery of approved projects by the organs 

coordinating the delivery of our approved projects – DSS, ANSC, HSS, DFA, DCIT 

and the Presidency. 

 

Guarantee 

The IG has undertaken a series of procedures and measures on all financial 

platforms to ensure: 

i) Good standing in the management of the people’s funds,  

ii) Cost-effective transaction options for donors worldwide and  

iii) Zero/low risk procurement contracts. 

 

Conclusion 

The three fund management Principles (Destination of funds, Percentage allocation 

of funds, Reporting to donors) and the three fund management Guarantees (Good 

standing of payment platforms, Cost-effective transactions, Zero/low risk 

procurement contracts) in the AA policy, put your Interim Government in the position 

of transparently taking responsibility for the appropriate management of the 

Ambazonian people’s resources.  

To achieve the IG’s vision and the strategic liberation plan entailed in the recalibrated 

mindset for the management of our liberation struggle, subjecting ALL Ambazonians 

to this meticulous ACCOUNTABILITY processes of the AA Policy, will GUARANTEE 

effective ACTION on the ground, hence a speedy liberation of homeland. 

 

 

                               

 

 

 

Mrs. Marianta Njomia 

President, of the IG of the Federal Republic of Ambazonia  

 

CC: 

-Ambazonian People 

-International Community 

Saturday 15th April 2023 
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